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The Macroeconomicsof New Labour
Philip Arestis and Malcolm Sawyerl
!974 over prices and wages (allowing the
threshold agreements to continue) and over

Abstract
This paper focuses on two

parficular aspecls

of

economic policy pursued by lhe new
Labour government, which we label one of
new monelarism. The first concems the role of
the operutiondl independence of the Bank of
England and lhe use of interest rates as the
mdjor instrument of economic policy and
direcled to the contrcl ofinflation rather than
any regard for the level of unemployvnent. The

second concems the policy focus

on

the

labour market with an apparent acceptance

of

the notion of the non-accelerating inflation
rate of tnemployment and lhe neglect of the
role of aggregate demand and of the creation
of productive capacity. Policies on fscal
rectitude, adoption of the so-called golden
rule, the virtual abandonment offscal policy
and the handing over of monetary policy to

economic events and policies and for what it
reveals about the underllng economrc
philosophy of the inconing govemment. The
first year of operational independence of the
Bank of Englard has clearly been associated
with higher interest rates and with a high
value for steding. It can be argued that
interest rate rises had been delayed by the
previous government for political reasons
(especially by advocates of Cental Bank
independence who view the Central Bant as

the Bank of England represenl a
of Keynesian

compreherxive rejection

economic policies. The thrust ofpolicy forgets

tvo

essential rcquirements

public expenditure had a similady profound
effect, and subsequent economic policy was
often seeking to overcome the impact of those
decisions (Artis and Cobham, 1991).
The decision of the new Labour (using new
in both senses) government in May 1997 to
give operational independence to the Bank of
England over mon€tary policy may also be
seen as a defming moment,? Like the
decisions mentioned above, this one is
signifrcant both for its impact on subsequent

for full

employmenl, namely suficient aggregate
demand and adequate productive capacity.

non-political) and that sterling had been rising
in value since August 1996 and the value of
sterling may be more a reflection of a weak
DMark (sterling has risen from around 2.25

I. Introduction
The decision by the incoming Labour

DMarks in August 1996 to well over 3
DMarks at times, but from around 1.52
dollars to 1.68 dollars). lnsofar as economic
policy can influence the exchange rate, this is
now in the hands of the Bank of England
Monetary Policy Committee with their
decisions on interest rates (as discussed
further below). Fiscal policy is downgraded,

in October 1964 not to devalue
the pound had a profound effect on the
subsequent history of that goyernment as it
govemment

had to battle to naintain the value of sterling
(see, for exanple, Beckerman, 1972). In a

similar vein, it can be argued that decisions
by the incoming Labour government in March
-39-
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and clearly plays second frddle to monetary
policy: fiscal policy which is perceived to be
say ioo expansionary can be offset by the
tightening of monetary policy.
We have elsewhere labelled the economic
philosophy suggested by the opemtional
independence of the Banl of England as new

aggregate demand to the level of economic

activity;

nonetarism (Arestis and Sawyer, 1998b).
Monetarism (mark I in the pkase of Tobin,
1981) was characterised by a belief that
inllation was caused by excessive grovth of
the money supply which could and should be'
conaolled- Further, the private sector was
essentially stable and tended to operat€ at the
'natural rate of unenploynent'. Finally, the
classical dichotomy prevails with a separation

.

inhereni stability in the private sector;

.

belief in the wisdom of fmancial narkets.

In this

paper, we focus on two particular

of new

monetarism as practised by
new Labour. The first concerns the role of the
operational independence of the Bank of
England and the use of inGrest rates as the
aspects

maior instrument of economic policy. The
second concerns the focus on the labour
market with an apparent acceptance of the
notion of the NAIRU and the neglect of

betweenthe real side and the monetary side of
the economy and Say's Law operates so that

aggregate demand and capacity constraints.

lack

problem. Monetarism mark 2 added the notion

2. New monetafism
Under the monetarism of the 1980s (which we

of 'rational

will often refer to as 'old monetarism'),

of real aggregat€ demand is not

a

expectations' which brought the
implications of rapid market clearing and the
belief that the (fmancial) market 'knows best' ,

monetary policy was to control the growth of
the stock of money through monetary targets
(and the use of interest rates to help reach

well as the conclusion that full emololrnent
will be the norm.
New monetarism (which shares many
features with the mislabelled new Keynesian
as

those argets) with the intention that the
growth of the money siock would determine
the rate of inllation. New monetarism is rather

sinilar: the inllation rate target is
(cunendy at 2.5 per cent), and

economics) has similar characteristics which
we would list as:

.

a

supply-side determined (equilibrium) level
unemployment which would be

of

consistenl with conshnt inllation (i.e. the
- unemplolment below the
NAIRU involves accelerating inllation;

NAIRU)

.

a conviction that althouqh the growth

of the

money stock camot be direcdy contolled

(as under old monetarism), interest rates
can be used to inlluence monetary and
other conditions which have an imDact on
inllation;

. no

lasting

or

set

the
operationally independent Bark of England is
to manipulate interest rates to achieve that
inllationary target. The mechanism by which
that is to happen is never nade clear.3 A
c€ntral t€net of neoclassical economiss is the
classical dichotomy, wherebymonetary factors
influence the level of prices and real faciors
determine the level and composition of output
and employment and relative prices. The
policy rule was a constant growth of the
money supply, assumed controllable by the
authorities, with the presumption that the
private secior was stable (in effect the real

of the

economy since this approach
largely ignored the private fmancial system).

side

long-ierm impact from
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rate) on which the pyramid

The attempts at controlling the money supply
io control the rate of inflation, soon collapsed"

and the causes of the collapse are
staightforward. There were evident

dfficulties in contolling the money supply
and the targets for monetary growth were
persistently missed. This failure served io
confirm that in a sophisticated financial
system where money is created tlrough the
credit process by banks, it is well nigh
impossible to control the stock of money,

the economy.
We have noted above that the hansmission
mechanism by which interest rates inJluence
the rate of inflation has not been made clear,
and here we explore a number of possible
routes.u At least tlree can be identified, and
these are examined in tum. The first route is
that the interest rate rise r€duces aggregate
demand, which leads to lower output than

There had always been a paradox at the heart
monetarism, namely that monetarists
markets should
be
argued
'conftolled', but the money stock created in
the financial narkets could and should be
contolled with the utrnost rigour.

of

that

of other interest

rates rests. The particular point of interest
here is noi so much as to whether this policy
will be successful but rather the rouGs by
which the polioy might work and the effects
which could be implied for the real side of

not

the lower demand places
An interest
predicted
to have some
rate rise would be
adverse effect on investrnent, though it may
be quostioned how responsive investnent
would be to small and possibly tenporary
variations but, in so far as it does operate,
future productive capacity is lower and the
otherwise, and

downward pressure on inJlation.

The current manifestation of the classical
dichotomy in policy terms is the claim made
for the central bank to be given so-called
independence. This independence is usually
taken to mean independence from politicians,
fi6'r gh not from the financial markets who are
likely to exed considerable influence over the
central bank." But it is also independence
from the fiscal authorities and from the other
branches of economic policy. The justification
for this is effectively the classical dichotrmy:

ability of the economy to srlppod emplolment
is reduced. The effect of interest rat€s on
savings is usually seen to be ambiguous. But
dissavings by households (that is the frnancing
of expenditure through debt) is likely to be
affecGd, and consumer expendihrre lower- A
more significant sub route may be the
'income effect' - higher hierest rates raise
mortgage payments (on variable inierest rate
mortgages), reducing disposable income and
then consumer expenditure. This is offset by
the increased income of the interest recipients
(wealth holders), but it is usually presumed
that the net effect on consumer expenditure is
negahve.

the monetary environment sets the rate of
inflation, albeit with a lag, but has no effect
on the real side of the economy. It is
interesting io observe that the infamous two
year lag reappears, Advocates of old
monearism in the 1970s argued that there
was a two year lag between growth of the
money supply and the rate of inllation,
whereas some advocates of the new
monetarism favour a Mo year lag between
interest rate changes and the rate of inllation.5
The money supply is no longer seen as
direcdy controllable, and the policy
instument is the rate of interest by which the
central bank sets some discount rate (repo

The second route is a monetary one. A
higher base rate leads !o generally higher
interest rates including those on loans; this
would lower the demand for loans with fewer
loans being granted and less money created.
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tle money siock is lower
it
than would have been. But what happens as
a result of this lower money stock ? One
answer would be along familiar monetarist
lines, namely that the lower money stock
leads to a lower (than otherwis€) price level,
and this lower price level means a lower rate
of inflation. But this would presume that the
lower money stock somehow generates a
lower demand for money. The monetarist
view is that the lower stock (supply) of
money forces a lower demand for money,
which in tum requires a reduction in nominal
income. However, the post Key,nesian view
would be rather dilferent, namely that the
stock of mon€y would adjust to the demand
for money, as e:.dored below,
The difficulty with this second route can be
indicated as follows. It appears to rely on the
equilibrium between stock of money and the
demand for money, i.e. Mfuy, r) = Itk(r),
where py is nominal income and z some
relevant interest rate (we retum to this point
below). If we take a conventional view on
this, the (comparative static) €ffect of a
change in interest rate is given by A(py)/&
= ( ltb/Lr-A 4d/Ar)l(MadlA(py)) (w€ return
to tlris issue below). The sryn of LMdlLr is
expected to be negative, but the sign of
MrhlAr may be less clear-cut. However, if it
is treated in terms of willingness of banks to
As a consequence,

supply money, then we would e4rect the sign
to be positive, and hence the overall effect of

is clearly the perception that interest raie rises
have conhibuted to the rise in the exchange

rat€. A recent review of the properties of the
major macroeconometric models of the UK

indicates that '...the chief mechanism by
which the models achieve change in the
inflation rate is tlrough the exchange rate'
(Church et al, 1997, p.92). This higher
exchange rate tends to reduce inllation as the
price (in the domestic currency) of imports
falls. The fall in import prices may not fully
reflect the rise in the exchange rate: that
would depend on the strategy of the
iaporlers. But the exchange rate rise causes
diffrculties for exporErs: how much difficulty
depends on their market power and how far
they caa raise prices in the foreign currency
and preserve prices in the domestic currency.
The prices of non-traded goods and services
are not directly inlluenced by this rise in the
exchange rate. though expectations on price
rises gen€rated by the dse in the exchange
rate may feed through into lower wage
demands and then into lower prices in the
non-faded sector. The rate of inflation is
essentially a weighied average of the inllation
rate on taded goods Oeld down by the
excharge rate rise) and the rate on non-taded
goods. There is a strong possibility that the

price of traded goods falls relative to the price
of non-traded goods.
This third route can only work if the
€xchang€ rate rises: the other side of that coin

a change in the interest rate on nominal
income becomes positive (assuming that
LMdIL(py) is positive). Ar ovorall negative
impact (which is, of course, the view which
underlies the use of interest rates !o control
inllation) requires a substantial negative effect
of interest rates on money supply.
The third route is through the effect of
interest rales on the exchange rate. At the
time of uriting, there is much public concern
over the level of the exchange rate, and there

is that the exchange rate of other countri€s
fall. If other countries then ioin in, raising
interest rates to stem the fall in their exchange
rate (and perhaps in the pursuit of in{lation

targets)

the ouicome is competitive
of fte exchange rate and

revalustions

competitive interest raie rises.

The use of interest rates to influence
monetary conditions and the rate of inflation
is often presented as only idluencing the
monetarv side of the economv and not the
4?-
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real side, at least on any long term basis.
King (1997, now Deputy Governor of the
Bank of England) argued that '...if one
believ€s that, in the long-run, drere is no
hade-off between inflation and output then
there is no point in using monetary policy to
target output. . . [You only have to adhere tol
the view that printing money camot raise
long-run productivity growth, in order to
believe that inllation rather than output is the
only sensible objective of monetary policy in
the long-run' (p.6). It is a litde worrying that
a Deputy-Govemor of the Banl of England
can still talk about printing money when it is
clear that the expansion of money comes
.

.

largely through credit creation by the banking
systam. Governnents and Cenhal Banks no
longer (if they wer did) control dre money
supply through the amount of money which
they print; while monetary policy is actually
effectedlhrough interest rate variations which
may have the effects which have just been
described. Signficant hysteresis effects fiom
the changes wrought by the interest rate
changes would mean that thete will be longterm effects (if not on the rate of growth, then
on the level of output and employm.ent). To

the extent to which interest rate ohanges
impact on exports and impons (via the
€xchange rate), on inveshlent (via the cost
and availability of credit) and on the level of
economic activity more generally, there may
be sone longer lasting effects. In particular, if
the rate of investuent is influenced then the

future size

of the capital stock

and of

productive capacity is affected.
In our view, there are tlree queries over the
relationship between interest rates and the rate
of inllation arising from the monetary side

is leaving on one side the nore direct
of int€rgst rates on the level of
aggregate demand). The first two of these
arise from the recognition t}at money is
(that

effects

endogenously created within the private sector
as a result of the credit creation process.
Firs! if it is assumed that the growth of the

money stock influences the rate of inflation,
the question arises as to which is the
appropriate definition of money and what is
the influence of interest rate changes on the
stock of money (appropriately defined). To

some degree old monetarism ran inio
difficulties over the first of those questions.
Although there was debate over whether Ml,
M2, M3 etc. was the appropriate defmition of
money to use in the demand for money
function, it has been generally assumed that
the different defmitions move broadly in line.
However, when narrow money is seen 1o
perform a largely transactions related function
and broad money a porfolio related one, the
different moneys may move in quite different
ways. Further, when one is interest bearing
(broad money) and one is not (cash, narrow
money), then we would €xpect the effects of
inlerest raies to be quite different.
Let us first consider the case of Ml, which
we take to be a widely accepted medium of
exchange, bearing a low or zero rate of
interest. In particular, we will assume that any
interest rate paid on Ml is unaffeoted by a
change in the repo rate (Central Bank
discount rate). A rise in the general level of
inlerest rates would then be expected to lead
io a fall in the demand for Ml. Equilibrium
between the demand for Ml and an
unchanged supply of Ml would then require
that nominal income rises (and the new
monetarist presumption would be that prices
rather than real income rise). But what would
be expected to happen to the money supply ?
Money is (largely) created through loans from
the ba*ing system. The demand for loans
would tend to fall as inierest rates in general
rise. On the supply-side thete are conllicting
forces at work: banks would be more willine
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to supply loans at a higher raie of interest (on
loans) but the differentials between interest
rates on loans, on deposits and the repo rate
may change little, providing little change to

stock

of

money betwe€n /o and

tl will

be

lower dran otherwise, and the rate of inflation
over the period /o and /, will be lower.
Inflation is viewed as the persistent rise in
prices, and the question arises as to whether
the level of interest rates can influence the
growth of the stock of money and thereby the
rate of inllation. The broad alswer which we
would give is 'no': models of money supply
and demand relate the level of supply
(demand) to the level of inleresl rates, and
hence rate of change of supply (demand) to
rate of change of interest rates.
The Labour Party in opposition decried
what they termed the 'one club' approach, in

the incentive to provide loans. Further, higher

inGrest rates may generate perceptions of
higher risk on lending. It would seem likely
that over-all the loans granted will fall, and
hence the grox4h of the money supply
decline. Hence, if the supply effect is greater
than the demand effect, then the siock of
money will be lower than otherwise following
ar interest rate rise. This, however, leads us
into the second query below.
Tuming to the case of broader money (say
M2 or M4). Higher interest rates may have
little impact on the demand for M2 in that the
spectum of interest rates shifts upwards,
leaving little change in the differentials
between interest rates on different frnancial
asssts. ln such an event" it is dilfisult to see
how interest rates can have an impact through
the monetarj/ route, though there may still be
effects through the exchange rate etc.
Second, in an endogenous money system,

which interest rates were the only policy
insrument being used to guide the economy,
and yet this se€ms to be what is now
happening again. As Kenneih Clarke has
observed, 'The Chancellor is a one-club
golfer, but he has given the club away to the
Govemor of the Bank of England, and he
now says, "What goes on out there in terms of
managing the economy has nothing to do with

(Speech, House of Commons, 23rd
March 1998).
The room for manoeuwe in fiscal policy is
limited through adherence to the Maastioht
criteria (limiting the budget deflcit to 3 per
cent of GDP) and tlrough pronouncements in
favour of balanced budgets, the so-called

me"'

the amounl of money which remains in
existence depends on the public's willingness
io hold money. Money may be created
through the credit process but it is also
destroyed by the repayment of loans, Thus,
rather than the adjustrrent process being that
prices aad incomes adjust to bring demand for
money in line with the supply of money, the
process is rather that the zupply of money
adjusts to the demand for money.
Third, the static equilibrium model of rl.ls =
Md may yield the conclusion that the stock of
money would be lower as the level of interest

'golden nrle'

of public

finance

(that

government should only borrow to meet
capital expenditure)t and concerns over the
size of debt and of interest payments (which
are exaoerbated by a high int€rsst rate policy).
The government has declared two major
stands to their fiscal policy: 'the golden rule

rates are higher. This prediction is of the
form: if interest rates are raised at tim€ t0,
then the stock of money will be lower at time
l, than it would have been otherwise, and the
level of prices at some tirne, lr, will be lower.
This would also inply that the growth of the

that over the economic cycle the govemment
will borrow only to invest and not to fi.rnd

current e4mditure' and 'public debt as a
proportion of national income will be held
over the economic cycle at a stable and
prudent level' (Treasury, 1997, p.1). Thus the
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use

of fiscal policy to

demand in the economy
especially in the direction

regulate aggr€gate

Much

',999

rates,

The approach of 'new monetarism'to
economic policy has two fundamental
weaknesses. First, the Bank of England,
seeking m establish a repul"ation as an
inllation hawk, will push up interest rates at
(or before) the first signs of rising inllation.
Unemploprent below the NAIRU is taken as
evidence that inflation will begin to rise, and
the Bank of England steps in to deflate the
economy, even though the NAIRU has proved
a slippery concept to estimate (see, for
example, Setterfield et alia, 1992). In the first
year of the operational independence, the
Bank of England's Monetary Policy
Commitiee (MPC) has raised the rate of

is much reduced,
of stinulating the

econorny ('Discretionaryfiscal changes should

only be made if they are demonstrably
consistent with achievement of the
Government's fiscal nrles over tlre economic
cycle', Treasury, 1997, p.l6).
Under old monetarism, dle government was
to act under monetary targets to assure the
fmancial markets on their inlentions on

inIlation. Under new monetarisn, tle
the Bank of England
operational independence over the setting of
interest rates with the sole objective of
govemment gives

meeting a target rate of inflation to assure the
financial narkets. New monetarism also
involves an acceptance of the power and
wisdom of the financial markets. In short,

interest no fewer than five times, precisely on
the grounds of the economy being overheated.

These implications of the operational
independence of the Bank of England, a

fiscal policy is completely subordinated to
moletary policy, and this can at rnost only
regulate the in{lation rate. Inflation is
prioritised over inproving the indushial base,

pre-requisite of the UK's membership of the
European Monetary Union, will be replicated
by the European Central Bank once the shgle
currency is introduced in the EU. There is,
thus, considerable deflationarybias introduced
into the system. The prospect of inllation
from a decline in unemplolment leads to

of competitiveness, and
No
regard is paid to ensuring
employrnent.
promotion

that there is adequate dernand in the economy,
and fiscal policy is effectively renounced.
It is notable that in its manifesto for the
1997 election, the Labour Party nade no

interest rates rising, slowing down the
economy. But further, tle slowing down and
the high interest rates impact on investment,
and that makes subsequent upswings more
dilficult to sustain as the expansion hits

proposals for the conhol of inllation other
tlan to set a target of 2.5 per cent or less.
Irnrm6fig161t after the election, the Bank of

England was granted operational

capacity constraints

independence and given the objective of
achieving that rate of inllation, and this can
be viewed as a signal that inflation can be
contolled through interest rate manipulation.

well before

full

emplolment is reached-

Second, it is a worthy objective of
economic policy to have people who are more
'employable'but will there be sufficient
capacity on which they can work and
su{ficient demand to buy the goods and

It is a rather strange featur€ of curent
political debate that inllation is seen as 'evil'
(see Blair's Mais Lecture, Blair, 1995) and
yet there is liule debate over how inflation
can be contained other than the use of
deflation brought about by higher interest

services which they are capable of producing?
Policies to ensure high levels of investuent in
plant and machinery as well as in people and
the
create productive capacity

to
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particularly deprived areas of many inner
cities are required. It is also necessary to
encourage a high level of demand, througl

government expenditure, exports and
invesbnent. If there is a budget defrcit as a
r€sult of the higher government expenditure,
so be it: it is a price well worth paying. In the
longer run it may not even be a price. Higher
economic activity would generate more
gov€rnment revenue and lower unemployment
benefrts, which should imply smaller deficit
than otherwise. However, the conditions for
membership of the single currency (the
Maastricht criteria, including limits on budget
deficits) would not allow such an expansion

to

take place.

In any case, the

likely

of the Bank of

England, would

adversely effect the generation of high levels

of demand.
Financial markets have always posed
problems for governments, and especially
Labour governments, and placed constraints,
sometimes severe ones, on economic policy.
The globalisation of financial markets and the
very much great€r flows across the exchanges
have served to increase those consAaints. But
what is different with new nonetarism is the
appearance of welcoming those constraints, or
at least r€garding them as benign,
the
markets are all lnowing, then they serve the

If

very useful purpose of keeping governmenls

on the straight and narrow. This

was

by Blair in the following '...errors
macroeconomic policy will be punished

expressed

in

rapidly and without mercy'@lair, 1996):
fmancial markets are right, govemments can
be wrong. Better to have the financial markets

tell you that a policy is not credible than io
im.plement the policy and frnd that it fails. We
would all hav€ to acceptthat fmancial markets

are powerful and can make

or

nevertheless undermined by frrancial markets.

Furdrermore, sterling's membership of the
ERM in the early 1990s, is an example of
financial markets welcoming sterling's entry
into the mechanism, and then being largely
responsible for its exit, Rather than seeking
ways of reducing the power of financial
markets, new monetarism app€ars to welcome
the guidance of lurancial markets.

3. The NAIRU and capacig constaints
Old monetarism invoked the 'natural' rate of
unemplo''ment. New monetarism draws on a
similar concept in the form of tle NonAccelerating Inllation Bate of Unemployment,
affectionately known as the NAIRU. The
NAIRU is somewhat mislabelled since it
involves a non-rising rather than
non-accelerating rate of inflation. The idea is
simply that a level of unemplolment below
the NAIRU would involve rising inllation:
wages would tend io ris€ faster than prices,
which in turn would respond by rising faster.
Unemployment above the NAIRU would lead
to falling inflation. For the believers in the
NAIRU, it can be calculated from the
estimation of equations describing wage and
price formation, with some recent estimaks,
reported by the Treasury (1997) putting it in
the range 6 to 8 per cent.8 Grieve Smith
(1997) summarises the position accurately
when he writes that 'at present dre objective
implicit in the inflation target is to prevent
unemployment falling below a certain
minimum level' (p.38) where that minimum
level is well above the level ofunemployment
which would correspond to full emplolment.
Various factors are said to determine the level
of the NAIRU. These can include factors such

over-valuation of sterling, emanating from the

operation

1994, South Korea, Thailand, and other Far
Eastem economies in late 1997. These are
cases where the economy concemed was
pursuing neoliberal policies, especially
frnancial liberalisation policies, but were

break

economies. A number of examples of
breakinq economies include Mexico in late
-46-
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as the power

of trade unions and of business
but also on skills and 'employability' of the
work force (the latter is lowered by a history

of

unemployment). The policy instruments
overlap (e.g. reduce trade union power but in
the era of new monetarism. trade union power

is no longer comidered a problem), and
initially seemed to involve a focus on
education, skills, improving employability.
This leads to declarations such as 'New
Labour believes in a flexible labour market
that serves employers and employees alike'

(Labow Party, 1997, p.l5). This again
involves what may be thought of as 'market
imperfections'. For old monetarism, those
imperfections were associated with the level

of unenploym.ent benefits, fade unions,
minimum wage legislation etc. For new
monetarism, the market failure is a lack of
training and skills.'Long-term rmemplolrnent
is likely to be particularly important in
explaining the NAIRU. UK unemployment
rose enomously from the late 1960s to the
late 1980s, with each successive peak in
unemployment higher than the one before.
The persistence of high unemployment has
been associaied with al increased duration of
unemployment. An individual's effectiveness
in the labour narket is widely believed to be
related to the duration spent in unemploynent
- the longer people are unearployed, the more
dilfrcult it is for them to find work. There is
clear evidence that long spells of
unemployment lead io loss of motivation,
work discipline, and skills, and progressively

weaker attachment to the labour market.
Relatively low levels of skills and education
are also common characteristics of those who
become long-term unemployed. The long-term

unemployed are therefore likely
relatively ineffective in competing

to
in

be
the

labour marke! putting litde downward

pressure on wages.' Treasury (1997 , p.87).

lt
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is well known that firms will tend to under
invest in training and skills. Training is costly

for the firm and there is no guarantee that the
person trained will stay with the firm for it to
reap the benefits of that training. In the
economics jargon, provision of training and
skill formation are likely to suffer from
market failure. However, whilst the new
monetarism at first seemed !o be ratler more
humane than the old monearisrn (for
example, emphasising skill formation rather
than the reduction of benefrts), this would be
to overlook the implications of the welfare to
work programme with the reductions of
benefits for lone parents and the threatened
reductions in benefits for the disabled. This
continues the tradition noted by Galbraith: to
get the poor to work, reduce their incorne, to
get the rich !o work, raise their incone. 'New
Labour seems to agree with some of my
right-wing colleagues who are no longer in
the House and who thought that the whole
problem was the feckless poor. It was said
that out thfi€ were manyjobs, and that people
were unemployed only because they had
consulted their tax advisers and had decided
that the rnarginal rate of reduction was too
great to make it attractive for them to take
advantage of the employment. That is not th€
case, ,... We simply have not reached the
stage where, with the development of the real
economy! these iobs are being created in
suffrcient quantity' Kenneth Clarke, 23rd
March 1998).
One of the major constraints on the
achievement of full emplolment is often seen
as th€ non- accelerating inflation mte of
unemplolment (NAIRU). However, it may
not be so much whether the NAIRU does
exist (whatever that might mean), but rather
that policy makers and others respond as
though it did.' In this section, we develop an
analysis which suggests that this forrn of
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inflation barrier should be viewed as arising
from a lack of capacity rather than as a labow
market phenomenon- The argument advanced
here
that productive capacity has a
significant effecl on the inflation barrier.ro

is

formation, and little to wage detennination,

For our purposes here, it will suffice to
postulate that wage determination
considerations give rise to a positive
relationship between the real product wage
and emplo],rnent. The equilibrium wage
relationship can be viewed in one of two
ways, but in both cases the level of
unemployrnent restrains wages relative to
some reference level. The fust alternative is

The policy implications of such analysis are
clear: means have to be found to raise the
level of capacity in the economy, even though
the effect of a lack of capacity is expressed as
an inllation problem rather than a capacity

an equilibrium relationship between real
to some target or reference

problen.
The key features of the most formulations
of the NAIRU are that it is a supply-side
equilibrium position with an emphasis on the
labour market. The usual zuggestion is that
either the NAIRU has to be accepted as a
'fact of life' or in so far as it is 'shiftable'
that requires some policy responses direcled
towards the labour market Layard, Nickell
and Jackman (1991) provide one of the b€st
examples of these last two statements in their
derivation of the NAIRU, and in their
discussion in Chapter l0 as to how
unemploynent could be reduced where only
policies directed towatds the labour narket
are considered). We would view the NAIRU

wages relative

level and the level of unenploymentrr and
tlris can be expressed as w - p - T: fl|,
where w is the log of money wage, p is the
log of the relevant price level, I the log of
the target real wage and U is the rate of
unemployment- The second alEmative is an
equilibrium relationship which starts from the
enterprise level where money wages relative
to alternative income (which is a weighted
avenge of altemative wages if employnent
can be found, and of unemployment benefrts
if emploJment cannot be found) are a
fi:nction of the level of ulemplolment.r?
This can be expressed as v - a = g(U) where
a is the log of aliemative income. Since a is
a weighted average of aliemative wages and
unemployment benefits (D), in equilibrium it
is usually assumed that all enterprises offer
the same wage, and then tlre relationship
simplifies to w - b = g(LD. When the level of
unemplolment benefits in real terms is set by
the govemment, the relationship can be
re-written as (w - p) - (b - p) = g(@, which
has the same basic form as the target real
wage equation above. When the ratio of
benefits to wages is fixed by the gorzemm€nl
then the equation w - b = C((D immefiately
yields the level of unenployment. In each
case there are a range of other variables which
enter these relationships, but are not of
particular relevance to the discussion here. For
each of the relationships specifred above, the

of the idea that
there may be an inllation barrier to the
achievement of full employment. The level of
(un)employment at which the economy
operates at any particular time would depend
on- inter alia- the level of effective demand.
In many of the models of the NAIRU, it is
asserted that the level of aggregate demand
will adjust to one consistent with the NAIRU.
In contrast, we would argue that there is no
presumption that the level of aggregate
dernand will so adjust (Sawyer, 1997a) and
hence no presumption that the NAIRU is a
'strong attactor' for the actual rate of
as a theoretical representation

unemploynnent
The focus of the analysis here is on

tle role
capacity, and as such we pay most
attention to the production side and to price

of
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expected sign of the relationship between real
wage and unanployment is a negative one,
and thereby a positive one between the real
wage and employment, These relationships

I=

order condition for

pofit maximisation yields:

(c:t) o,r-tkt."f(r"k'., _

can be summarised as (w - p) F(I) and
(w - p) - (b G{L),
respectivelv
with
=

il

fr,n

(l)

F

and d positive. In Figure 2, the curve
labelled RWE (real wage employment) is a
representation of either of these relationships.
In the modelling of enterprise behaviour with
regard to price, real wage, employment artd
output determination (which afe, of course,
interdepondent) we allow for varying rehms
to scale (and the related possibility drat the
productivity of labour may vary either
positively or negatively with the volume of
employaFnt). At the level of the enterprise
we make explicit allovyance for the capital
stock, and at the aggregate level for changes
in the number of eutetpris6. In effect, this
distinction corresponds to capacity replacing
(though productivity enhancing) invesbnent
and capacity e.rhancing investnenL The
general environment within which the
enterprise is assumed to operate is that of
imperfect conpetition: the position of lhe
demand schedule facing the individual
ent€rprise is assumed to depend on the
decisions of other enterprises and on the level
of aggregale demand.
The short-run profit maximising decision
facing the enterprise is given by maximising
n = p{C,Q.S - w.J where q = f(Fkt*), Z is a

vector of variables inlluencing the demand
facing an enterprise including the level of
aggregate demand, lower cases letters refer to
the enterprise level. Since the inclusion of
matedal irputs would complicate the analysis
without being of irryortance to the points
which we wish to explore here we do not
include those inputs. Using the level of
enplayment as the key decision variable, with
the capital stock and Z held constant fie first

where e is the perceived elasticity of dernand

facing the enterpdse. This first order
condition looks rather like a demand for
labour schedule but should not be so regarded
since the enterprise does not face parametric
output prices, though it is aszumed to face a
given nominal wage (and hence sets the real

product wage through its actions over its
price). Further, this equation provides a
'point' ouicome: it is an equation in I (ft being
exogenous at this point, p, g being functions
of I) which can be solved to give thc level of
employmen! fiorn which the level of ougut,
real produci wage and price can be derived.
One way to map out a relationship between
the real product wage and the level of
employment is to vary the Z variable. In
particular, movements in the level of
aggregate demand would generate movements
in employmenl real product wage etc..
Making such variations in Z would lead io a
relationship, labelled the pcurve, as sketched
in figure l, where it is assumed that the
firnction / is such that it initially displays
increasing retums to labour and then
diminishing ones. With a constant elasticity of
demand (which is not a crucial assuinption),
the relationship in figure I is merely the
inveried U-shaped short-run cost curve. The
significance of the iole of aggregate demand
herc is that it pmvidc the mechanism for the
generation of a curve such as the one in

figure

l:

without that

(or

analogous)

mechanism, the decisions of the enterprise
would merely yield a point outcome (in terms

of

real product wage and

employment).
Conversely, any point on the p-cuwe has to
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be supported by a particular level of aggegat€

Fig- I r R.al Foduct \ti.gc -

crplotn i rdrrioGlipa

demand
It is readily apparent from equ. (l) that an
increase in the sapital stock would lead to an
real product
upward
wage-employment relatiorchip (ud in the
case of a Cobb-Douglas production ftrnction
'rdth,f = l, a I per cent rise in t would lead
to a per cetrt rise in for a given real
product wage). However, for a given level of

shift in the

I

Z, an increase in /r

I

would lead

to

a

combination of higher real product wage
(induced by the lower p,rice required to sell
the increased ou$ut) and of ernployment.
Moving to the aggregate level, the real
product wage-ernployment relationship is the
horiztntal summation of the individual
enterprise relationships, Equation ( I ) refers to
the representative enterprise, and it is assruned
that aggregation across 9nte4[is€s does not
raise any particular problenr. Figne I
sketches the agg€gate relationship between
the real wage and employm€ot based on
enterprise bebaviour and price, ouput
decisions, and again labelled the p-curve. Atr
increase in the nw[ber of enterprises will shift
the p-curve to the righ! whereas atr increase
in the capital stock of the representative
enterp'ise shifts tho relationship up (though
this may be combined with some change in
the shape of the curve depending o,n the
nature of the production fimctio,n). In Figure
I, the shiff from P^ to P" reflects an increase
in the average capital stock per entetprise and
the shift from P^ to P" an increase in the
number of enterprises. This distinction is
immaterial in the case of a Cobb-.Douglas
production function with constant returns io
scale, since the scale of thc represe,ntative
enterpris€ is not relcvani (and it can be noted
that the widely quoted Layard, Jackman and
Nickell, 1991 relies on the use of the
Cobb-Douglas production firnction).

Enployn.ol

It

can readily be seen that investu€Nrt udtl
lead to rightward and r.pward strifo in the
p-curve, and the mix of those shifo depends
on tbe degree to which the investnent leads to
a rise in the average capital stock (per
enterpris€) and the degree to which to an
increase in the nuniber of enterprises.r3 Thig
leads to the inpoftant per6Dective that it may

be possible through

appropriate

macmeconomic policies to genentE increases
in the capital stock and its conposition which
can be r€pres€ded as a $i& in the p-curve.
The achievernent of full ernployment would
still require the appropriate level of aggregate
demand (so that enterprises would chooee to
operate at point P^ in ftgure 2), recalling that
each point on the p-curve corresponds to a
specific lwet of aggregate dernand,ra
In figure 2, the slope of the p-cunre around
poiut
is clearly negative. However a
relatiomship which was positively sloped
would not change any signficant conctusions,
though it can be noled dut if tre real wage

B

employment relationship has a sipificant
portion for which the p+urve is borizontal,
then moving toward full employmcnt would
require an increase in the capital stock of the
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reprcsentativo eNrterprise.

In the opproach adopted here, tbere would
be rmemploynent in equilibrium if there is
insuffrcient capacity for the enterprises to be
willing to enploy the whole of the work force
al the real wage genorated by the wage
equation at full employment This can be
illustrated in figure 2, where dre NAIRU
woulil be at point B, which falls sltort of full
enployment. But oven here thore is no
particular reason to think that the level of
aggregae demand will be suflicient for the
level of unomploymont to correspond to tle
NAIRU. Thus a point such as E (or indeed
many other points on the diagram) night be
reached as a result of tho level of aggregate
demand prwailing in the economy.
Any NAIRU which falls short of firll
enploynent is viewed in terms of a lack of
capacity (rather than being viewed in terms
of, for exanple, labour market imperfections).
The notion that suffrcient capacity can lift the

NAIRU to firll employment does no! of
corrse, mean that such capacity will be
forthcoming, and in particular high levels of
unemployment will provide a strong
disincentive for such capacity to be built.
Fig, 2: Uocaploynem rerultiDg

Aoll irad!$Dtc c.pcigt

Howevel if inveshrent increasos capital
intensity (represented by an upward shift in
the p-cuwe), then it is possible that the higher
productivity which thereby results leads to an
upward shift in the RWE equation ftased on
wage determination considerations). In ternrs
of the two equations used above, that is (w P) - T: F(Z) and (* - p) ' (b - p) = G(L),
this would mean an increase in Z or in (D p). Clearly, if a I per cent rise in the p-curve
(as a result of increased capital stock) was
associated with a I per cent rise in the target
real wage (real benefrt level) then the NAIRU
would rerrain unchanged. This is, in effect,
the case which Layard, Jackman and Nickell
(1991) examine, and to which they restict
theh analysis. In such a case, it could be said
that if the response of the wage equation lc a
shift in the real wage employment relationship
arising from an increase in the aggregate
capital stock, then workers (or at least those
in employrnent) in association with employers
are to that extent iaking the increase in
productivity in the form of higher wages
rather than as an inerease in employmentIt may be tempting to read figue 2 as
saying lhat a NAIRU below full ernployment
is the result of the workers' demands for real
wages (i.e. the target real wage is too high) or
the level of real unemployment bonefrts are
too high. But clearly what is relevant is the
interaction of the two cuwes, and the figure
could also be rcad as saying that the p-curve
is too low as a result of enterprises' profit
margins (and hencs prices) being too high
(and hence real product wage too low).
It would seem that through some apparently
innocuous aszumptions the models developed
in rhe inlluential book by Layard, Nickell and
Jackman (1991) inposed conditions to the
effect that any shift in the real wage

employment relationship genetated

a.

corresponding shift in the wage equation, such
Etr|ploynr€ar
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that the equilibrium level of unemployment
did not change (and the benefits of higher

and capital are considerably below unity, and
hence that a rising capital-labourratio reduces

productivity fed thmugh into real wages).
Layard, Nickell and Jackman use a
Cobb-Douglas production function with
constant retums to scale (and hence there is
no signifrcance to be given to the division of
increases in the capital stock betw€en the
average per enterprise and the number of
enterprises). In the Cobb-Douglas production
function case, w - p = (e-l)/e.u.L'-l Kr" and
it can readily be calculated that the
emplotm€nt level will b€ constant if the
proportionate rise in the real wage (imposed

the equilibrium level of unemplolment.
In Layard, Nickell and Jackman (1991)
Chapter 2, the mark-up of the wage over
altemative income (a weighted zverage of
wages elsewhere and the unemplo],rnent
benefits) in a bilateral bargaining model does

on the enterprise) is equal to the proportionate

rise of ou@ut following a rise in the capital
stock for a given level of ernplol,rnent. Any
mechalism which imposes that condition

not

depend

on the

capital-labour ratio,

whereas Ro*tJrom (1998) shows (his eqn.
,4'3.30) thai with a CES production function,

that

mark-up does depend

the

capital-labour ratio. The equilibrium level of
unemploynent depends on the relationship
between actual wage and tle altemative wageIn the case of the Cobb-Douglas production
function with a constant wage to benefrt ratio,

the level of equilibrium

(whether by a rise in the target real wage, the
level of unemplolment benefrts or some other

on

unemplolment

remains unchanged in the face

of changes in

the capital-labour ratio since the relationship
between the wage-alternative wage and the
level of unemplolment remains unchanged. In
dre case of the CES production function, that
relationship changes when the capital-labour
ratio changes permitting a change in the

means) would lead to constant equilibrium
level of employrnent (and hence a constant
NAIRU). In the case of a CES production
function, with the elasticity of substitution less
than unity, then such a proportionate rise in
tle real wage would be compatible with a rise

equilibrium level

of

unemplolment (and

specifrcally if the elasticity of substitution is
below unity, the equilibrium level of

in employment.
In Layard, Nic,kell and Jackman (1991),
there are a number of reasons why the
capital-labour ratio does not inlluence the
equilibrium level of unemploynent. In the
union bargaining model deployed in their
Chapter Z, they conclude that 'if the
production function is Cobb-Douglas (not a
bad assumption) and benefit replacement
ratios are kept stable, then unemployment in
the long run is independent of capital
accumulation and technical progress. .,.. If,
however, the elasticity of substitution is less
than one, capital accunulation (with no
technical progress) raises the share of
labour and reduces unemploSmrent' (p. 107).

unemplolment falls when the capital-labour
ratio rises).
These considerations would appear mor€
relevant when investuent takes the form of
increasing the average capital stock per
enterprise for then labour productivity would
rise, whereas in the case of increasing number
of enterprises the main effect is on capacity.l5
We would conclude from this discussion

of
the average capital stock per
enterprise, and where the elasticity of
that when capital investrnent takes the form

increasing

substitution is unity and the wage equation
shifts up in line with the rise in ouqut (and
hence the labour share in national income
remains a constant) then the NAIRU may

Rowthorn (198) argues that the estimates of
the elasticity of substitution between labour
-52-
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become stuck below the full errplol,nent
level, and it cannot be shifted tlrough the
expansion of the capital stock. But when the
elasticity of substitution is below unity, or
when the wage equation does not shift up in
line with the rise in output, or when capital
investnnent takes the form of more enterprises,
then the NAIRU can be guided into
compatibili[. with full emplolment through

association between inflation

force and the regional distribution of the
capital stock. Insuffrcient capacif in either of
these respects may be sufficient to prevent the

achievement of

the corresponding

distibution of workers. Policies to create
capacif becone anti-inflation policies and in
particular an indushial sfategy which has
capacity expansion as one of its objectives
linls with macroeconomic policy designed to
The second is that when an economy has a
capital stock (and the related p-curve) which
cannot readily support the real wage claims
being nade, then the NAIRU will appear to

in

full emplolment.ru

4. Conclasions
The policies so far pursued by the new
Labour government car be seen as the final
triumph of monetarism, albeit of the form we
have labelled new monetarism. Policies on
fiscal rectitude, adoption of the so-called
golden rule, the virtual abandonment of fiscal
policy and the handing over of monetary
policy to the Bank of England repres€nts a
comprehensive rejection of Ke;mesian
economic policies. The central concem of
government policy is with inllation and with
the appeasement of the frnancial markets,
whose judgement on economic policies is
accepted- The tlrust of policy forgets two

constrain in{lation.

be relatively high. The reduction

and

unemplolment will be heavily dependent on
the time path of unemplolment ard its effects
on the level of fte capital stock.
Finally, it has to be acknowledged that
capacity should be viewed as having other
dimensions, including the skills of the work

There are two conclusions from this
analysis which are relevant for economic
policy, The first is that, in general, an
expansion of capacity would help to push
back any inllation barrier. This point would
be reinforced if spatial aspects were taken into
account in that the spatial distribution of

witl

i,999

is often specifically argued that the reduction
of inflation (through control of the growth of
the noney supply) can be achieved without
detriment to the real side of the economy, and
that there is no long-run hade off between
inflation and unemployrnent. The discussion
here suggests that the nature of any

capital invesfinent.

capacity has to match

March

the

NAIRU requires a sustained increase in the
level of aggregate demand to stimulate
invesment (and also to underpin higher levels
of employment). According to the NAIRU
approacll unemplolment below the current
NAIRU stimulates inflation, which often leads
to polici€s that t€nd to abort the higher levels
of demand. But unless the higher levels of
demand are sustained, the lower NAIRU

essential requirements for full employment:
sulficient aggregate demand and adequate

productive capacity.

Only when

requirements are addressed

prospect

cannot be reached.

The usual discussion on the NAIRU

for the

will

those
there be any

achievement

of

full

employment, which could then be achieved
without the revival of inflation.r?

provides a strong suggestion of dre restoration

of the classical dicholomy between the real
side and the nominal sides of the economy. It
-tl-
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Endnotes

L

expectEd to

University of East London and University
of Leeds, respectively.

2. We say the decisions of the govemment,
but it is doubdul if any outside the small
circle of advisers around the Chancellor
were involved in the decision

3. The Treasury Committee requested in
November 1997 that the Bank of England
makes its views of the monetary
tansmission mechalism knowa.

4. Gven

the

significant nurnber of
to the MPC, it
could also be added that the Bank of
England is not independent fron the
inlluence of economistseconomists appointed

5. For

example, Eddie George, Governor of
the Bank of England stated that 'we think

that [two years] is the period over which
monotary policy tends to have largely its
full effects, but of course this is uncertain
like everytling else in economics'and his
Deputy Men'yn King that 'It is quite
clear as the Governor said, that our
oveniding obj€ctive is to hit the inllation
target and we normally look firo years
ahead to do that' (Ireasury Committee:

Bank

of

England November Inflation
Report, Min'utes of Evidence, HC 379 i
and ii, p. 30 and p. 22 respectively).

6.

One other possibility, which echoes a new

classical macroeconomics argument
popular in the early 1980s is that if the
announcement by the government and
central bank of an inflation target is
accepted as credible by the financial
markets, then agents would modify their
expectations on inllation accordingly.

Inflation falls because inllation

is

fall.

7. Under this rule, borrowing to finance the
purchase of military equipment is
permissible as it counts as capital

to finance the
emplolment of teachers, health service
workers or to pay disability benefits (and
many other measures) is not.
expenditure; borrowing

8. 'The sustainable

rate of unemplolment, or
NAIRU, is believed to have risen in the
UK during the 1970s and 1980s, but there
is broad agreement that this increase has
been pardy reversed since the late 1980s.
Although the magnitude of any fall is
very difficult to estimate, most estimates
of the current level of the NAIRU lie in
the range of 6 to 8 per cent on the LFS
measure of ulemployment- However,
considerably lower levels should be
achievable in the long run thro.eh
re-integrating the long-term unemployed
back into the labour market, upgrading
skills, and reforming the tax and benefrt
systems to promoie work incentives'

(Treasury, 1997, p.82).

9. For a critique of the concept of

the

NAIRU see Sawyer (1997a).
10. The approach outlined here is more
developed in Sawyer (1997b).

fully

11. See, for example, Sawyer (1982a, 1982b),
for the theoretical aspects and Arestis

(1986), Arestis and Skott (1993) and
Arestis and Biefang-Frisancho Mariscal
( 1994) for empirical estimation of the
target real wage approach-

12. See,
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Layard, Nickell and

Jackman (1991), Chapter 2.
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Appendix

Pafiy.

This 4pendix provides the formal algebra for
the figures in the tex1. Lower case lett€rs are
used to signify entexprise (plant) lwel and upper

Layard R, Nickell S and Jachnan R (1991)

Unemploymenl: Macroeconomic
Performance and the Labour Market,
Oxford: Oxford University hess

case aSgregates.

Suppos€ the typical enteryrise has capital

=l/,

stock of &, and for thar qpical erterprise q
ft) whereJ (the first partial derivative of/with
reqlect to /) > 0 and 11 is seen as initially
positive and then negattve (so that the marginal

Rowthom R E (1998) 'Unemploymen! wage

bargaining and capital-labour

substitution', Cambridge Joumal of

M

M

demand,
investrnent and the NAIRU', Jerome Levy

Church

Sawyer

(1994) 'The case against an

Sawyer

Bhn, T (1996), Speech to British American
Charnber of Commerce, 11 April 1996.

Ec o no m i c s, for&com)ng

M

independent Central Bank', Centre for
Industrial Policy and Performance
Bullelin, no. 4

productivity of labour initially increases with the
amount of labour and then declines). We can
write 0 = nq = n fl|, ft) whoe n is mlnber of
ent€xprises (plants). The capacity of entErprise is

-

(1982a) Macroeconomics in

Question, Brighton: Harvester Press
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dmoted by q* , and this is tlot to be thought

of
as physical capacity neces&fily but some
'normal' level. Capacity utilisation is then
defined as u = q/q*, and the mark-up of price
over nifginal costs is taken to be a function of
u. T\en w/p = b(u) fI (1ft) where D is the irwerse
of the madr-up of price over marginal labour
costs and it is er?ected that ,' may be positive
(i.e. mark-up falls) for low values of z but
negative for relatively high values. Then a =
q/q+ = fl| k)lq+ and L : nl ar.d hence w/p =
b

(J(Un, k) / q+l' (Un, k).

An increase in n would reduce Z/n. At high
Un when fi < 0 this would raise l,
and reduce / thereby raising the value of D.
Hsnce real wage (at a given lwel of total
levels of

eryloyment) would rise for increase

in

n.

i?

However at low levels of Un,
0, and the
effecl on the real wage would depend on the net
effect on the inverse of the ma*-up 6 and onfi.
An increase in the average capital stock
would have lead to a rise
and it can be
postulated that the effect of increased ft is that q
rises by the same proportion for all levels of
emplolm€nt, tkern fil,k)lq* would not be
affected. Then rise in ft would lead to higher real
wage (for given errylolment).
The real wage equation given above suggests
that the real wage can be viewed as a fimction

inr,

t

of the rate of c4acity utilisation, average
employment per enterpdse and the average

ceital stock (per

enterprise).
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